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The demon's scar is a weapon in dark souls 3. It is part of the Ring City. This chaotic thing, the last flame ignited by the demon prince, has the form of a demon traces. It is a fiery blade weapon, and a pyromantic flame. Skills: Spin SlashSpin to stoke fierce flames of chaos, and use the momentum to jump
into a spinning strong attack, creating a short-lived lava pool. Notes and tips: Can't be infused or buffed. Enhanced by a titanium scale. The weapon doubles as the Pyromancy Flame Heavy Attack - Cast Pyromancy Light Attack - Light Attack does not have any regular heavy attacks, except for jumping
the attack of the Same moveset in the off-hand Normal Attacks All fire damage, no physical damage, increased by the Ring of Fire clutch, not affected by Flynn's Ring. Not affected by the witch ring and the Big Swamp rings (although the casting rises) this is the lightest curved sword in the game. It has the
highest critical damage of all curved swords. A critical modifier can affect sacred flame-only limited testing, but critical also affects critical attack spells such as the Sacred Flame. (A minor test was performed on the drakeblood knights, both with the scar of the Demon No 10 and the No.10 Pyromansia
Flame and 40/40 Int/Fay.) High Fire Block, an easy option for the smouldering Lake Lava. Spellbuff: Scales with Intelligence and Faith, does not scale with Dexterity 17/17 q 127 20/20 q 136 30/30 q 166 40/40 q 190 Scaling and Softcaps: 1 and 2-handed stats: 0/16/17/17 q 235 AR Stats q Stats amp;
Dex Softcap 0/40/17/17 q 249 AR 0/16/39/17 q 290 AR q Int Softap 0/16/17/39 q 290 AR q Fth Softcap 0/16/39/39 q 345 AR Combined Softcap 0/40/40 q 361 AR After softcaps, it gets less than 2 AR per level Int/Fth Weapon It well scales with Intelligence and Faithity softcaps at base stats



Location/Where to Find Obtained via Soulposition with the Soul of the Demon Prince Moveset and Videos: Please do not post videos here. : it has a scimitar one-handed moveset in the right hand and Falchion one hand moveset in the left hand. Demon Scar Moveset Video Location Demon Scar Update
Table Requires Regular Reinforcement, In Total?? 15 titanium scales and 1 titanium slab. Attack ValuesBonus Option Bonus Assisted Effects Reduction Damage (%) Name Regular - - 99 - - - E D D - - - 25.0 35.0 65.0 30.0 35.0 30 Regular +1 - - 115 - - - E D D - - - 25.0 35.0 65.0 30.0 35.0 30 Regular +2
- - 131 - - - E D D - - - 25.0 35.0 65.0 30.0 35.0 30 Regular +3 - - 147 - - - E C C - - - 25.0 35.0 65.0 30.0 35.0 30 Regular +4 - - 163 - - - E C C - - - 25.0 35.0 65.0 30.0 35.0 30 Regular +5 - - 180 - - - E C C - - - 25.0 35.0 65.0 30.0 35.0 30 Table Key Requirement Parameter Bonus Attack Values Damage
Reduction % Effects Others Strength Strength Physical Physical Bleeding Durability Dexterity Dexterity Magic Magic Poison Weight Intelligence Fire Fire Frost Faith Lightning Lightning Curse Dark Dark Critical Spell Of Buff Range Bonus: Power, Agility, Magic, Fire, Lightning and Dark Bonuses - Scaling
Multiplier Applies to Attack: Stats. The scaling quality from the highest to the lowest is as follows: S/A/B/C/D/E. The higher the player 'Str, Dex, Mag, Fire, Light', the higher the Attack Bonus: Stat (on the player status screen). The higher the zoom letter, the higher the percentage multiplier applied to Attack:
Stat. The resulting bonus damage is added to the basic physical damage of the weapon and displayed on the equipment screen by blue numbers as I H. Longevity: HP weapon, when durability hits 0, the effectiveness of its attacks weakens to the point of almost futility. When the strength of the detail is
low, the message will come up saying weapon at risk! at this point the weapon does not perform at its best. Weight: How much weight an item is in the equipment. Stability: How well the player retains position after hittingAttack Type: Determines which swing to set the weapon has: Regular (R), Thrust (T),
Slash (Sl), Strike (St) Demon Scar This chaotic thing, the last flame ignited by the demon Prince, has the shape of a claw demon. It is a fiery blade weapon, and a pyromantic flame. Skills: Spin Slash Spin to ignite a fierce flame of chaos, and use the momentum to jump into a spinning strong attack,
creating an evanescent lava chamber. Effect transferred from The Soul of the Prince of the Demon Ludlit Kursk Moveset - show Light Curved Sword Moveset One-Handed Weekend Notes R1 - R1 Left Fire - Right Fire R2 - R2 Throws Pyromanence Spell Roll - R1 Fast Right Fire Dashing or Backstep - R1
Up Fire Forward and R1 Right Fire followed by back wheel forward and R2 jumping to the right like R1, but alternates L2 (left L2 (left of the L1 fire) right Fire - left Fire the same, like R1, but alternates L2 (left L2 hand) casts Pyromanence spell Two Hands Exit Notes R1 - R1 Left Fire - Right Fire R2 - R2
Throws Pyromanence Roll Spell - R1 Fast Right Fire Dash or Backstep - R1 Up Fire Forward Right Fire After the back wheel forward and R2 jumps to the right Fire L1 Guard L2 Spin Slash (Skill) Can be continued with the subsequent R2 and show Stamina Consumption These values are the amount of
endurance the weapon uses when performing listed moves. One hand (left hand) Two hands R1 - etc. 16 - ? N/A 21 - ? R2 - etc. spell dependent N/A spell dependent Roll - R1 25 N/A 28 Dashing or backstep - R1 21 N/A 24 Forward and R1 ? N / A ? Striker R2 44 N/A 49 L1 - etc. N/A 16 - ? 0 L2 9 Spell
Dependent 9 L2 and R2 9 38 Spell Dependent 9 and 38 Notes Spelling Scaling and Scaling Damage Data: At 40 Int and 40 Faith, It Has 190 Buff and with 16 dexterity, he has 347 fire damage. Can chain the following pyromaniac from his one hand or two hands Moving: Large Burning Black Flame Flame
Fan Pyromantia Flame Pyromanth in The Burning Flame Bed of Chaos (Dark Souls, it resembles one of the Bed of Chaos 'Fire Claw Attack' Scar Demon No 0 150 0 No 0 Fighting Spin Slash 30 7 (---20) 70 173 0.5 N/A 11 0 0 25 0 35 99 65 0 30 0 35 0 - 16 E 17 D 17 D Equipment Fire-Onic Light
Curved-Swordmissing-movesetvidsmissing-staminapyromancy-flamespell-toolweapon 10,000 1500 Spin Slash 7 (-/20) 6 (-/15) 0 99 0 0 110 25.0 35 .0 65.0 30.0 35.0 30 - - - - - - 120 70 0.5 - 16 17 17 - E D The Demon's Scar - is a curved sword in Dark Souls III: The Ringed City. Description in the game
This chaotic thing, the last flame, ignited by a demon prince, has the form of traces of the demon's claws. It is a fiery blade weapon, and a pyromantic flame. Skills: Spin SlashSpin to stoke fierce flames of chaos, and use the momentum to jump into a spinning strong attack, creating a short-lived lava pool.
The contents of the show AvailabilityEdit, obtained by transposing the Soul of Prince demon with Ludlit Kurland at the price of 10,000 souls. The Demon Scar features a very flexible weapon that serves as both a curved sword and a Pyromancisma flame. Combining the light curved sword moveset of
Scimitar with the power to throw pyromaniac, it boasts extremely low weight and is the only weapon in the game to deal with pure fire damage. Using a strong attack, whether one pass, two assists or no weapons, the player will throw a currently equipped Pyromansy. This gives the weapon more flexibility,
since the owner is able to unleash the onslaught of quick slash attacks, and mix it with various Pyromaniac for quick and deadly combinations such as blasting an enemy with Black Flame after stunning them with an attack. Because it uses a light curved sword moveset, it is uniquely suited to own in an
off-hand, as it will retain the ability to attack and throw pyromantion, leaving the main arm open to equip heavier weapons. However, this is due to the fact that they are unable to perform strong attacks, usually associated with light curved swords, limiting the movement of the Demon's scar to horizontal
slashes. In addition, lower scaling means that pyromaniac cast with these weapons will generally be weaker than those cast from the standard Pyromania Flame, or even Pyromanzer, showing flames. Although these are indeed very flexible weapons, it comes at the expense of overall strength. Unlike
other curved swords, scaling on this weapon dictates that it is only useful for Pyromanzer to build, since much of its damage output comes from leveling intelligence and faith, only with poor returns from the alignment of Dexterity. Also, his Buff spells will scale only with intelligence and faith. The
craftsmanship of this weapon is a modified version of the normal Spina Slash of other light curved swords. Besides Pure fire damage, strong attack ending in vertical clap will leave the lava pool on impact just like the other Pyromaniac of Chaos. MovesetEdit Attack Description with one handWeak Attack
from right to left slash with a slight downward angle and then horizontal left to right line. One-handedStrong Attack Cast equipped with Pyromenseia. The two-handed two-handed horizontal line and then a horizontal line in the opposite direction. The two-handed Strong Attack Cast are equipped with
Pyromenseia. Go Attack Jumping is a horizontal trait. Two handsjump attack is the same as one hand. Running Attack Is a very fast rising slash, short range, but almost no telegraph. Two-handedRunning Attack Is The Same, like a one-handed, only a thrilling sword in both hands. Rolling Attack Fast
horizontal slash from left to right. The two-handed Rollering Attack is just as high, but puts the whole body in rotation. Strike Fast horizontal slash followed by the back wheel. The off-handedWeak Attack Mirror version is a one-handed weak attack. Off-handedStrong Assault Cast equipped with
Pyromenseia. UpdatesDoss Aux Value Attack Update. Effects Bonuses Scar Demon - - - - - - - - - - - - - - × - - - - - - × - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - E D Demon Scar No 3 (Titanite scale × <2> <1> <3> <8> 4 x 1430 souls) - - 147 - - - - - - - - - - E C Demon Scar No 4 (Titan scale ×8 and 1820 souls) - -
163 - - - - - - - - - E C C Demon Scar No. 5 (Titanite Plate ×1 and 2600 souls) - - - - - - - - - E C C Data are displayed above are current on the patch application 1.15 Position 1.35. 1.35. demon scar dark souls 3 build. demon scar dark souls 3 location. dark souls 3 seething chaos or demon's scar. dark
souls 3 demon's scar vs pyromancy flame. dark souls 3 demon's scar any good. dark souls 3 demon's scar moveset. dark souls 3 demon's scar sacred flame. dark souls 3 demon's scar combo
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